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D
eep in the Habersham Forest lives Sassafrass Jones, a perky Pekinese 

with a delicate eye condition and Madeline, a lonely milliner mouse 

with her sights set on a fashionable future. After two long years 

spent being constantly overlooked at the Last Chance Adoption Centre, 

the adorable abandoned dog with cat-eye glasses dreams of the day she 

will finally find her forever home. Meanwhile, across the forest, Madeline 

yearns for a new kitty to dress up in her latest designs, Haute Hats by 

Madeline. Everything changes after a fated day at the Last Chance Adoption 

Centre when Sassafrass and Madeline finally meet. Finding Sassafrass' 

flawed eyes perfectly lovable, she insists on taking her home and the two 

plucky outsiders become fast friends, teaming up for the forest’s fiercely 

competitive "Great Gingerbread Competition".  With the unpleasant Beaver 

Sisters also eyeing the blue ribbon, challenges abound for the pint sized 

Pekingese, Madeline, and their friends.

Cathleen Smith Bresciani is an 

Atlanta-based philanthropist, who 

recently added "author" to her list of 

achievements. Combining her lifelong 

passion for animal rescue with her love 

created a whimsical tale that educates 

children about the plight of homeless 

animals with characters that warm the 

heart. In the tradition of children's 

classics such as "The Lonely Doll" series 

and "The Lost Bear,"  the book was 

created using original photography 

which features handmade sets and 

Habersham Forest.

The STORY

ABOUT the AUTHOR
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Cathleen Smith 
Bresciani



Madeline the Mouse & Mama
The fashion forward milliner mouse and her 

Mama give Sassafrass the home she had always 

wanted, filled with love and acceptance.

The Beaver Sisters
The entitled and haughty duo who wreak 

havoc upon the forest and bring challenges to 

Sassafrass in her new home...

Miss Sassafrass Jones
The perky pekingese with cat-eye glasses 

captures the heart of Madeline and Mama 

and finally finds her "Forever Home" in 

Habersham Forest

Meet 
THE 

Characters
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SASSAFRASS JONES TEAMED UP WITH THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF 
NEW YORK AND VERDURA FOR THE OFFICIAL BOOK 

LAUNCH ON DECEMBER 7, 2013

Fred Schneider

June Ambrose & Liss Stern

Sassa frass Jones Launch Party
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Read Across Amer i ca

Atlanta

Orlando

New York

P hiladelphia
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DURING MARCH 2014 SASSAFRASS 
JONES PARTICIPATED IN READ 

ACROSS AMERICA, A NATIONAL 
READING INITIATIVE 

INFLUENCERS AND CELEBRITIES 
SURPRISED STUDENTS ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY WITH SPECIAL READINGS 

OF SASSAFRASS JONES.



Celebrities
WHO SUPPORT ANIMAL RESCUE

& SASSAFRASS JONES

Adrienne Bailon

Fred Schneider June Ambrose Kelly Bensimon

Kelly Rutherford
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Praise FOR Sassafrass Jones
I  simply love everything about this book:  its empowering message, playful storyline, and 

beloved children's literature since the turn of last century and many of us have grown up under 

the spell of the Lonely Doll series, Lost Bear, and Polar the Titanic Bear, among many others.  

Sassafrass Jones and the Search for a Forever Home introduces a whole new generation to these 

treasured, and collectible, miniature animals from Germany.

"

Rebekah R. A. Kaufman
North America

. . .an enchanting tale which pulls 

you into a magical world - Bresciani has 

created a new childhood classic

I loved the story of celebrating 

respect who you are. 

""

Patty Dickey
Senior Writer Modern Luxury Media

Kelly Killoren Bensimon
Model & Author
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Praise FOR Sassafrass Jones
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The  Humane Society of New York is a proud 

partner of Sassafrass Jones, and Cathleen 

Smith's inspiring tale is a testament to her 

devotion to animal rescue. We are so pleased 

that Sassafrass Jones will instill in children 

of all ages the importance of giving loving 

animals forever homes through adoption.

I  have rescued and trained shelter animals 

for over thirty years and I am delighted to 

see a book created for children that raises 

awareness about a serious issue. Through her 

whimsical world, Cathleen educates children 

about the plight of homeless animals with 

characters that warm the heart.

" "

V irginia Chipurnoi
President, Humane Society of New York

 William Berloni
Director of Animal Behavior and Training, 

Humane Society of New York

T here's  a saying ‘no price too high does an original bear’….Cathleen Smith's story of 

Sassafrass Jones is a total original and its grandeur will last for years to come.  Hooray for her…

for her giving of her mind, her charity and her spirit… I only wish more people were like her. 

"

Robert Evans
Film Producer



Metro Kids

Town & Country

Sassafrass Jones IN THE Press

E ! Onl ine

Page SixGotham
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For Sales Inqu ir i e s
info@sassafrassjones.com

GET SASSY ON

soc i a l  med ia

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT SASSAFRASSJONES.COM

#habershamlifestyle

@thehabershamforest /SassafrassBook
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